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California State University, San Bernardino

First Water
Resource
Convention
Held
By John Eddy

News Editor

Water's crucial impact on
the future of the Inland Em
pire was the focus of a first
time conference held by Cal
State, San Bernardino's
Water Resources Institute.
The one-day inaugural

of San Bernardino.
The two leaders joined
other government and water
officials
in
agency
discussingfuture demands
for water in the region and
planned actions on how to
dealwith thedemands.
The Director of the Water
Resources Institute, Jeff
Davis said, "The conference

Chip Maloney climbs Suicide Rock in the San Jacinto Mountains
photo by Bill Marshall III

C.S.U.S.B. Breaks Ground in Desert
Community
By John Eddy

News Editor
The first privately
funded public university
in the desert came to life
Wednesday as ground was
broken for the three-story
building that will serve as
the gateway to the new

California State facility serv
ing the desert communities.
The facility is the first of
a three-building satellite
campus proposed to serve
desert students and is located
at Frank Sinatra Drive and
Cook Street sitting on 55.3
acres of land-valued at $3
million-donated by the city

of Palm Desert.
The satellite campus,
which is an extension of Cal
State, San Bernardino, was
made possible with $9 mil
lion in privately raised funds
from three foundations and

-Desert
Continue on page 12
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Voting turns
Bright

The Coyote Chronicle

Friday October 20, 2000

Off the Wire...
Briefs from your School and around the World

Women March
on D.C.

By Andrea Gonzales
Special to the Chronicle

Voters will no longer have
an excuse to making badly
informed choices. There is
now a Web site devoted
solely to informing the
American public about their
candidates and various
propositions. The California
Online Voter Guide is a,
"non-partisan clearinghouse
of links and information
about this year's election,"
according to the Kim
Alexander the founder of
CVF voter guide and its
president.
The Web site debuted in
1994 at www.calvoter.org,
and peaked during the
March 2000 primaries with
200,000 hits. The guide fea
tures contact information for
propositions, campaigns and
all federal and state candi
dates on California's ballot.
A popular stop at the Web
site is the top 10 donors' list.
A non-profit group that ana
lyzed the fundraising and
spending for the all eight
measures, which we will be
voting on in the November
elections, constructed the
list.
Proposition 38, the school
voucher initiative, topped
the list with a grand total of
$39.7 million in fundraising
efforts. This accounts for
half the money raised to date
for all the measures. The top
10 donors list also list: the
top 10 donors by name. This
year, the name that tops the
list is Timothy Draper, who
is a proponent of Prop 38. He
is the biggest single donor to
a proposition in California
history with a donation of 18
million from the Draper
Living Trust.
The reason all of this is
so important is because you
have access as to who is do
nating money and the rea
sons behind their donations.
This Web site will give you
a clearer picture of who is
behind the scenes and what
they expect to gain from our
votes.

Jack Brown gets
Smoked Out
Most of the campus is
aware of the 1993 Governors
Executive Order W-42-93
"banning smoking in state
owned [and operated] build
ings." This executive order
helps to ensure the health of
the campus community and
protects its members from
environmental tobacco
smoke, a designated carcino
gen.
With specific reference to
reoccurrences of cigarette
smoke concerns in Jack
Brown Hall, the environ
mental Health and Safety
agency of Cal State San Ber
nardino would like to remind
the campus that smoking
within 15 feet of air intakes,
which include balconies and
similar building features,
will entrain the smoke back
into the building and pose a
serious respiratory concern.
For more information on.
the schools "smoking
policy" log onto http://
policies.csusb.edu/
nosmoking.htm

War in the
Middle East?
By Katherina Seigworth
Executive Editor
To some, this issue may
seem as if it doesn't affect
the average American, but it
is rapidly becoming
something that no
one will be able to
ignore. With the ter
rorist attack on Oc
tober 12"" against
the U.S. Naval de
stroyer USS Cole
America's eventual
involvement cannot
be ignored.
The Clinton Ad
ministration has
worked hard at hav
ing its legacy being
the one to bring
peace to Israel and
Palestine. But so far
the negotiations
have not accomplished the
task that they were created
to fix. They are still fight
ing; in fact the fragile hope
that they seemed to have is
now gone. Revenge and re
taliation seems to be the or
ders of the day, even though
both leaders have finally

Thousands of women
gathered in the streets of
Washington D.C. this past
Sunday in a staged protest
and march against world
poverty and the mistreat
ment of women. The move
ment began in March of
2000 with an event in
Geneva.
The movement has
been speakinzg out
against the World
Bank, which has been
identified as the cause
for the low debt relief
and monetary lending
to poor countries.
The policy of denying
poorer countries the
financial funds has
depleted the quality of
life for people of these
third countries.
"This march is
against the champions
of patriarchy that
deny human, demo
cratic, and social wel
MSNBC
fare of women," said
the others hurt.
Ramesh
Sepehrrad, spokes
One major fear right now
is from the militia groups woman for the National
from both sides. Neither re Committee of Women for a
ally seems to be backing Democratic Union.
Patricia Ireland, president
down. And the blame for the
of
the National Organization
continuing fighting is being
for the Women and lead or
placed heavily on them.
ganizer for the march, cap
tured the essence of the
march when stating, "In
three weeks and a few days
we will carry this energy,
operation of E-Team classes this enthusiasm and these is
and programs, including fac sues to the voting booths of
ulty stipends, travel ex this country to elect a gov
penses, equipment, materials ernment that will support our
and supplies, speakers, and equality."
technical services.
NCIIA grants are awarded
by the Lemelson Foundation
created in 1994 by Jerome
and Dorothy Lemelson to
promote invention and entrepreneurship among college
students
called for a cease-fire. The
attacks have simply contin
ued.
After Arafat called for a
cease-fire on October 18'*^
from the Palestinians, there
have been clashes outside of
Jerusalem where an Israeli
border policeman was criti
cally wounded and two of

NCIIA National Scholarship for Innovators
The National Inventors faculty courses and pro
and Innovators Alliance grams in 2000-2002. Two
(NCIIA), www.nciia.org. types of NCIIA grants are
announces that over the next offered.
two years, it will award
Advanced E-Team grants
$2,000,000 in grants to stu of up to $20,000 to student
dents and faculty innovators. innovators provide support
The NCIIA provides grant for the development of new
support to colleges and uni products and technologies
versities for the creation of with commercial potential.
student invention teams Grants may be used for stu
(called "E-Teams" for excel dent stipends up to $7,500,
lence and entrepreneurial travel expenses, equipment,
ventures.
prototyping, and supplies,
Students and faculty are business planning and patent
invited to submit proposals searches/filings.
to the NCIIA for the first of
Course and Program De
two annual application dead velopment Grants of up to
lines by December 15,2000 $50,0(X) to faculty to provide
to fund student projects and support for the creation and
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Third Party Politics
Pat Buchanan
and the
Reform Party
By Dana Dressel
Special to the Chronicle

Well, it's that time again.
Frat parties, all-nighters, a
random keger, and, oh yeah,
voting day. As November 7
approaches, it leaves on to
wonder, "why bother, both
Bush and Gore are boring
and not worth my time". Ah,
but the informed voter will
notice that he or she has a
choice when voting for the
next President of the United
States.
They are the third party
candidates the Greens,the
Sociali.sts, and so on. There
is al.so the Reform Party, and
their candidate for president
in the 2000 election is none
other than Mr. Conservative
himself,Pat Buchanan.
As the Reform Party's can
didate, Buchanan and his
running mate, Ezola B.
Foster(an African American
woman), propose as part of
the party platform, among
other things, closing the
Mexican/American border;
campaign finance reform;
and the*The issue over our
southern border seems to be

their main voterhook in this
election.
The Reform Party, trum
peting the name of their can
didate right and left, have
even launched radio and TV
adds about illegal immigra
tion in the States, using the
lowering of American bluecollar wages as the logical
reason to shut down the bor
der completely.
The race for the presi
dency is just another step in
Buchanan's long history of
political dabblings. Begin
ning as the Executive assis
tant to then Vice President
Richard Nixon from 19661969, then acting as his
Speech Writer/ Senior Advi
sor during Nixon's presi
dency from 1969 to 1974. In
1974, under then President
Gerald Ford, Buchanan was
nominated (although he
never claimed the position)
to the station of US Ambas
sador to South Africa, and
from 1985 to 1987 was the
White House Director of
Communications.
Deciding it was time to
move up in the political
world, Buchanan made two
unsuccessful stabs at the
presidency in 1992 and again
in 1996, but was upstage by
his soon-to-be-politicalbrother, Ross Perot, as the

^onagement Opporfy

Seiyon
drugs

As one of the nation's leading retail drug store chains and an integral part
of the Albertson's family, Sav-on drugs seeks candidates for exdting
career opportunities:

Management Trainees

If you possess the motivation, leadership and communication skills
necessary to run a successful store operation, we invite you to join our
growing team of professionals. These entry-level positions are the first
level of our extensive 4-step management program.
*

In return for your enthusiasm, we offer a competitive starting salary with
excellent benefits including health/life insurance, 401k and merchandise
discounts.

Mfe will be interviewing on your campus soon!
Check with your Career Placement Center for our scheduled
visit If we miss seeing you, forward your resume to:
Attn: Sandy Hoscheft,
College Recruitment

Fax: 714-736-6298

www.sav-ondrugs.com
Pre-employment drug screening required.
Equal Opportunity Employer

main third-party candidate.
Finally, in October of last
year, Pat Buchanan decided
to leave the Republicans and
retreated to the Reform
party. To his credit,
Buchanan also hosted the
political talk show Crossfire
off and on for several years.
Buchanan also has three,
published books. They are,
in ascending order, "Right
from the Beginning" (1990),
a sort of autobiography/ po
litical platform pusher,it cov
ers his life from childhood
to the present, sighting ev
ery major political influence
along the way. His other two
books, "The Great Betrayal:
How American Sovereignty
and Social Justice Are Being
Sacrificed to the Gods of the
Global Economy" (1998)
and "A Republic, Not an
Empire" (1999) both focus
on Buchanan's personal po
litical platform views.
Among other position that
Pat Buchanan has taken is
his staunch opposition to
Abortion.
His campaign has noted
that Pat Buchanan he op
poses abortion in all cases,
including Rape and Incest.
Pat Buchanan has also ral
lied against NAFTA or the
North American Free Trade
Agreement as he believes it
cost American jobs to
overseas competitors who
can pay their workers less
then $1.00 an hour while
ignoring environmental
and labor laws. Pat
Buchanan has also rallied
against international orga
nizations such as the
World Trade Organization
(WTO), the World Bank
and the International Mon
etary Fund (IMF) which
can override the American
constitution and many en
vironmental and labor
laws, all in the interest of
corporate free trade. One
could make a valid argu
ment as to whether Pat
Buchanan is or is not a de
cent selection for the of
fice of the Presidency.

Harry Brown
and the
Libertarian
Party
By Eric Doyle
Staff Writer

The Libertarians are one of
the fastest growing political
parties that have emerged in
rebuttal against the third
party system. They are the
fourth largest political party
in the United States, when
measured by party member
ship, and have more politi
cians in local office than any
other third parties. The Lib
ertarians concentrate on a
strong grassroots campaign,
getting there message to the
people the old fashioned
way, by word of mouth.
The Libertarian Party has
chosen to nominate Harry
Brown as their presidential
candidate. Harry Brown so
lidifies the basic Libertarian
philosophy of keeping ev
erything you earn, cutting
taxes, and allowing Ameri
cans to live their life the way
they want to not as the gov
ernment thinks you should
live. Harry Brown was
quoted as saying, "Live as a
free, sovereign individual not as a dysfunctional child
who must be guided, man
aged and cared for by an allpowerful government."
Harry Brown and the Lib
ertarians believe that enough
money is generated through
tariffs and excise taxes from

-Ulater
Continued from page 1
sues right here in our own
backyard. The future of our
water supply in the Inland
Empire and the quality of
that supply is a subject that
touches each of us."
Davis was named direc
tor of the institute earlier this
year, heading thelnstitute,
which was created in June
1999 to serve as a neutral site
where experts, government
officials and the public could
come together to discuss
water policies.
The conference was also

trade and that your personal
tax dollars are not needed to
perform the constitutional
functions of the government.
Social security is seen as a
fraud, not allowing the indi
vidual to decide what to do^
with their own savings.
The party platform, which
Harry Brown embodies,
calls for less power in the
centralized government,
calling for smaller govern
ment and a new respect for
the Bill of Rights. When it
comes to search and seizure
tactics used by federal em
ployees whose actions are
not specifically authorized
under the Constitution of the
United States, Harry Brown
cries reform.
Libertarians also stand
firm on ending the War on
Drugs. They say it wastes
our money and has turned
the drug business over to
criminal gangs. It has locked
up millions of non-violent
Americans and created lawenforcement corruption ev
erywhere. The war has
made casualties of us all and
victims to what used to be a
disease but is now a crime.
Harry Brown offers an al
ternative to the big spending,
large government tactics that
both major party platforms
stand for. To solve every
problem that faces America
today, the libertarians hope
to one day cut government
and end restrictions that
deny Americans the right to
life, liberty, and the pursuit
of happiness.
a foundation, announcing
the institutes other goals of
developing a collection of
water-related materials rel
evant to Southern California
and its surrounding regions.
The institute hopes to serve
as an education resource to
students, teachers and the
generalpublic.
The institute recently had
received federal funding
frpm the U.S. Environmen
tal Protection Agency
for$500,C)()0 which will be
used to develop the
institute's Web site and other

-Water
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Traveling Through Jewish History

Pan lii

were guarded in their away for quite some time. tain that is the base of short sleeved tops. We
By Katherina Seigworth
But it's nothing to what it Temple Mount.
couldn't expose our shoul
speech.
Executive Editor
ders.
We all
We didn't go into Gaza, feels like if you
dressed accord
but we did see the check get the water in
ingly, but were
point that all people entering your eyes. Be
lieve
me,
I
quite shocked by
No trip that regards the and exiting have to go
the reception that
Jewish faith is complete through. It's long and com know. It hurts.
we
After leaving
received
without a trip to Israel, the plicated and they have to do
when we tried to
religion's promise land. We it every morning and night. the Dead Sea
pass the modesty
From Gaza, we went to and seeing more
spent seven days of our trip
police. Several
there traveling around the Masada where we climbed of the Negev, we
of the females,
country absorbing as much up the Roman Ramp and then traveled to
my.self included,
information as we could and toured the top of the moun Jerusalem, the
were required to
left far more confused when tain. It was an awe-inspir heart of Israel.
Just be The Dome of the Rock on lop of Haram at Sharif. It encases don the "modest
asked to figure out a solu ing site to be able to see the
clothes" that they
tion.
great expanse of the desert ing in Jerusalem the rock that Muslims believe Mohammed stepped on before
being
assumed
into
Heaven
to
see
Allah
face
to
face.
We landed
h e l p s
had ready at the
Picture take^by Justin Sflvermar^
in Tel Aviv at
you un
wall entrance.
I could go on for days
derstand the extent
2:30 a.m. or
We were all dressed mod
about
our
time
in
Jerusalem,
of
the
problem
of
diso.
There
estly. We were wearing long
viding this city but I think that the mo.st in skirts as well as short sleeve
were traffic
teresting aspect of our time tops. But our shirts were
would be difficult.
jams, the city
There are four dif- in Jerusalem was just seeing white and rather close fit
never sleeps,
ferent quarters in the Temple Mount, the West ting. So we put on the sur
and it just
Jerusalem: the Jew ern Wall and the Western gical green-colored tops and
keeps going.
ish, the Armenian, Wall tunnels.
One of my
skirts that they gave us and
The night before our trip entered onto the site where
friends on the
the Arab, and the
Christian. And in around Jerusalem and its the current riots .started. The
trip and I went
the corner is the cen holy sites, we were warned entire site was amazing to
food
after
for
Orthodox Jews praying at the synagogue which is at the
ter of
"we got to our the Western Wall at the base of the Temple Mount.
see. It gave us a
the con
hotel and were
better idea of
pretty amazed by the amount all around as well as the flict, the Temple
what exactly the
of people that we're still Dead Sea.
Mount
or
fighting was all
around at 4:30 in the morn
After we left Masada, we Haram al Sharif.
about,
even
ing. We traveled around Tel traveled a bit farther to the But the funniest
though it's ju.st a
Aviv the next day, as well as Dead Sea, where we were thing is that at
piece of land to
Jaffa, before leaving for able to relax in the water and the base of
.some.
Gaza Strip, the Negev coat ourselves with mud. It Haram al Sharif
It may be a
Desert, Masada and the was quite the experience. is an Orthodox
piece of land,
Dead Sea.
We were told that if you fill Jewish syna
but it is the piece
We visited the joint Israeli a glass with water from the gogue, which
of land that is the
and Palestinian camp outside Dead Sea and allow the wa faces the West
center of the
From left to right: Two Israeli soldiers and two Palestenian
of Gaza and met with the ter to evaporate, one third of ern Wall or the
Jewish faith and
policemen at their joint camp over looking Gaza Strip.
leaders of both sides. Their the glass would be salt. Oh, western retain
also important
relationship was relaxed and and it tastes like poison. If ing wall that was built to ex of the proper attire we had
-Israel
respectful towards each it gets on your lips, it's a pand the top of Mount to wear. We had to wear long
other and us, although they horrible taste that doesn't go Mariah, which is the moun pants or skirts as well as
Continue to pg. 12

INTERNET INVESTMENTS SERVICES
Paulie Kimball
Special to the Chronicle

H

ave you seen the
commercials on
TV? Like the
barkeeper who has made his
fortune on the Internet. How
about the truck driver or the
"rocker" who has a chauf
feur and yacht?
How farfetched are these
ads? Can you really make
money like that? Can the

online brokerage make a
profit and add vahie to its
stock?
The market has taken the
Internet by storm. Interest in
online trading has exploded
and is growing almost faster
than the investment compa
nies can invent the programs
necessary to keep up.
It is as easy as a click of
your mouse to compare
companies and prices online.
Financial institutions are be
ing pushed to the max just
to keep up and survive. The
investor is reaping the ben

efits of the industries tur dustry. Thousands of firstmoil.
time investors are conduct
The volume of online trade ing their investing on-line.
has increased from seven According to Martin
percent in 1997 to nearly 14 LaMonica, Infoworld Maga
percent today. Forecasts zine, "E-trade more than
state that the number will doubled the number of ac
increase to 30 percent in the counts to 676,000 in 1998,
next few years and could and rival Ameritrade added
easily expand to 50 percent 82,000 accounts just last
or more.
quarter."
According to Charles
Investors are benefiting
Schwab, 69 percent of trades from trading on-line by sav
were executed on-line in the ing brokerage fees, middle
fourth quarter of last year.
man fees and saving time.
Internet only brokerages Because the investments are
are shaking up the whole in made instantly, the investor

has more control when he
chooses to buy or sell.
Financial institutions are
offering savings accounts
with much higher interest
rates and are integrating
other banking services such
as mortgages, checking,
charge accounts and insur
ance from a single web site.
The regional barriers to
banking are being torn down
and investors are free to do
their banking world wide,
forcing local and regional
banks to re-invent their way
of doing banking.
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Parking Lot Courtesy Hunter
By Jorge G . S a l a z a r

Features Editor
m

are times when I feel the
animal inside, and I'm all
over it.
When times are extra

Then, I find a couple
walking to theii car, let's
follow.
Shall we?
They're close, it's a good

D o e s it h a v e t o b e l i k e
that?
I walk from my last
class to my car, and now

Why can't we have
some kind of parking
courtesy?
If y o u g o t o C a l S t a t e
and don't live in the
dorms, y o u a r e f a c e d w i t h
an overwhelming ob
stacle e v e r y d a y . It i s n o t
hard classes, freeway
congestion, tough profes
sors, l o n g s t u d y i n g h o u r s
on t o p o f w o r k , o r e v e n
the S a n B e r n a r d i n o s m o g ;
the p r o b l e m i s m u c h b i g 
ger t h a n a l l o f u s . I t ' s t h e
parking!
The parking situation at
Cal S t a t e h a s b e e n a d i s 
turbing issue for quite
sometime. At least for as
long as I've been here,
Don't go out and try this, without proper training.
and probably 20 senior
years b e f o r e t h a t . Y e t , I
have somehow learned crowded, I switch into big spot—we've found one. I'm the hunted. There is
how t o b e m o r e p a r k i n g g a m e h u n t e r m o d e . I f I O r h a v e w e ? T u r n o n y o u r a c a r c r e e p i n g u p b e h i n d
lot s a v v y . I ' m a l m o s t t h e s e e o n e , . I s l o w l y c r e e p u p b l i n k e r a n d w a i t . O o p s , m e , h o p i n g t h a t o n e o f
Steve Irwin, Crocodile, on it, and go for it. Al another one got away. these next five cars is
Hunter of Cal State, when though, more times than The girl is just using her mine. Then I have to
it c o m e s t o l o o k i n g f o r a n o t , i t ' s j u s t a G e o M e t r o c a r a s a h i g h s c h o o l d u c k i n t o a n o t h e r r o w t o
good s p o t t o s e t t l e d o w n p a r k e d b e h i n d a h u g e l o c k e r a n d g e t s a b o o k . a v o i d m y n e w f o u n d
and p a r k i n . U s u a l l y I C h e v y t r u c k , a n d I a m T h a t w a s a c l o s e e n c o u n  s t a l k e r . T h e n I ' m a l m o s t
just g r a b t h e f i r s t o n e I f o r c e d t o c o n t i n u e t o t e r , a n d s t i l l t h e s e a r c h s a n d w i c h e d b e t w e e n a c a r
backing-up trying to
continues.
come across. Then there hunt.
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snatch the spot ofa leav
ing car, while the guy
behing him yells profani
ties, claiming "You can't
do that!" That is against
the Parking lot rules.
Please don't do that.
So, we don't end up
wrestling with a spot try
ing to see if they are boys
or girls, like the Croc
Hunter does on Animal
Planet. Let's try and
communicate with each
other the things that
would help us get in and
out a lot quicker. "Like
I'm really far away." Or
"It's just right there."
That'd be polite.
We all want more park
ing, but for now, we will
all have to share the same
parking spots. We want
to be close to buildings on
campus and not walk far.
Unfortunately, the park
ing on campus fills up
pretty fast, seeing how we
are such a commuter
friendly school. So just
be nice and don't do the
things you think are an
noying. Then maybe the
Ca! State parking lots
wouldn't be such a
Jungle.
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• Take This and Call Me in the Morning
By Andrea Gonzales

Managing Editor

I discovered today that you
could perform an abortion
while drinking a glass of
Coke or taking a sip of water
at the drinking fountain.
Up until about a week ago,
I thought I had most of my
views and ideas about
abortion figured out. As with
most of the things in my life,
something came along to
disrupt my well- thoughtout
plan. I always felt that
abortion should be a
woman's choice. I wouldn't
want someone telling me
that I had to have an

By John J. Eddy

News Editor
A little more than four
score and seven years ago,
our forefathers saw fit to
build our nation off the
backbone of industrial
hemp.Today,misunderstood
pretenses cut at the
backbone of our mother
earth,
depleting
her
rainforests and chopping
down her mighty trees, all in
the name of capital. We, the
mighty
consumer
generation, are supporting
the raping and pillaging of
our Earth by spending our
money on wood-based
papers, not realizing the
devastation
it's causing
our
Earth,
bjind to the
h e m p
alternative.
T
h
e
Nation's War
on Drugs has
succeeded in
clouding the
minds of the
m a s s e s ,
generalizing
the
"no

abortion, and I wanted to
give that same respect to
someone else who wanted to
have one. I felt it was none
of my business. The problem
I'm having with the new
approach to abortion with
RU 486 is that it all seems
too easy, too final, and too
thoughtless. I realize this is
the point: to have an easy
abortion with less problems
and ramifications. Abortion
is not a subject to be taken
lightly. Even the way in
which the pill performs the
abortion is easy.
RU 486, otherwise known
as the abortion pill, works in
the following manner. RU
486, is Mifepristone, which
is an antiprogestin that

causes the uterus to shed its
lining, and dislodge the
embryo. This part of the pill
must be taken in the first
seven weeks of pregnancy.
The second part of the
abortion pill is Misoprostol,
which is taken two days after
the Mifepristone and expels
the embryo in about 95
percent of the cases. So
within three days, your
worries are over.
I really doubt that it's that
simple for eith the doctors
prescribing the pills or the
women having abortions.
Whether they thought they
were pregnant for a day or
two weeks, the fact remains
they had to eliminate
something form their body

that potentially altered their
life for good or bad.
I'm not the only person
confused or worried about
the controversy this little pill
has caused. It is being
discussed among politicians,
health care professionals and
students like you and me.
This pill has so much power
that people are fighthing
emotional battles over it,
proponents proclaim it as, "a
safe,
effective
and
innovati.nve way to end
pregnancy-taken orally,
without surgery-early on",
according
to
Danco
Laboratories, the company
that manufatures the pill.
Opponents call it, "a drug
intended to kill people,"

which is what Tom Corburn,
a congressman was quoted
as saying in Time.
I can't say that I agree with
either Danco or Coburn,
both are a bit extreme in their
views for my taste. I do feel
just because something
seems like the easy way out
or a quick fix does not make
it the best solution to a
problem. In the case of
abortion, we need to figure
out why there is such a need
for this little pill where there
are birth control options
abundantly available. If we
as adults always want to try
to find J quick fix then how
can we tell children there are
some issues in life we have
to face head on.

difference policy" between
the psychoactive marijuana
and anti-psychoactive hemp.
The green menace terrified
suburban homes in the early
20"' century in such
propaganda films as "Reefer
Madness", which held a
lasting effect on the outlook
and stereotype of all types of
cannabis. What recent
generations
have
overlooked, and what
activists today like Woody
Harrleson are fighting for,
has been an awareness of the
vast differences that exist
between the hemp and
marijuana and the 100 plusways industrial hemp can
help save the world.
First things first, despite

hemp and marijuana coming
from the same family of
herb, industrial hemp does
not share any psychoactive
traits of its' brother.
Summarized in the book
"Hemp Horizons" by John
W. Roulac, "Just as much of
the American public is
underinformed about the
differences between hemp
and marijuana, so too is
much of the American
judicial and law enforcement
establishment. The latter
plant (marijuana) contains
substantial percentages [3
percent or more] of the
c h e m i c a l
tetrahydrocannabinol, the
psychoactive that produces
the euphoric state that users
call a high.
The other
variety,
industrial
h e m p ,
contains
negligible
amounts
of THC
(less than
1 percent).
T h e s e
facts are
scientifically
verifiable

today through the use of gas to burn at night, ana paper
chromatography. Smoking in which to write important
hemp (if anyone did) would documents like, perhaps, the
cause
a
headache
rather than
a high, due
to its high
cannabidiol
(CBD) and
low THC
content."
CBD's act
as an antipsychoactive
substance
t h a t
counters
the effects
of THC,
rendering
industrial
hemp dead
the
to
" h e a d
world".
The men and women who Constitution of the United
built this country knew the States of America. The rope
difference.
Thomas which hemp was strewn into
Jefferson and George was more durable, stronger
Washington both grew and more reliable than the
thousands of acres of ropes we have today.
industrial hemp. Hemp Industrial hemp was once
saved the nation by clothing the backbone of our nation,
its' subjects because cotton
was to expensive to grow
-Hemp
and import. It provided oil
Continue to page 7

Tears from Jail
By David Gardner

Union of Progressive
Students
t's about 7 o'clock on a
Sunday night. I listen to a
woman pray, although I am
not in church, I am in jail.
She prays for warm clothes
when she is released, and as
tears roll down her cheeks
she prays that she may be out
in time to see her first
grandchild born. Her story is
not rare, and there are many
others like hers that I hear
every week when I go to visit
the jail.
There is a small classroom
full of women every week,
about 30, many of them
are mothers struggling to
keep their families together.
Only a few women per
"tank" (wing) are allowed to
attend, otherwise there
would be more than the
small room could handle.
It is a high -security jail,
yet the^ is ho guard or
deputy in the room with us,
and I don't feel threatened in
any way by these women.
When they are released,
they will be released on the
first minute of the first day
their sentence is served,
which means they will be let
out into the cold streets of
Santa Ana some time after
midnight.

They are not given a ride
home, a cab ride, or even a
bus ticket. Rather they are
penniless and are often
indebted to the jail.
While in jail they are
charged for deodorant,
makeup and even $3 to make
a collect call. Women from
all
over Orange County are
sent here, Long Beach,
Garden Grove and Anaheim.
They are all released on the
.streets outside the Orange
County Women's Jail in
Santa Ana regardless of
where they live.
When they are released,
they may have to walk
almost two miles before they
might find a place open to
serve them a cup of coffee
and a sandwich. It is not the
safest of neighborhoods,
and often the pimps
remember to pick up the
women even when their
family doesn't.
Often they are arrested in
the summer, serve a six
month sentence and then are
released wearing summer
clothes in the cold of
January. Many (specifically
meth users) gain weight
while in jail and can no
longer fit in the clothes they
came in wearing and are sent
out wearing a jump suit
made of paper (similar to a
hospital gown). Nearly all of

them are serving on drug related offenses, and yet they
do not receive the medical
treatment their medical
problem deserves. This
November there will be an
important proposition on the
ballot, Prop. 36. It will
require drug treatment for
possession and usage of
drugs
instead
of
incarceration. How much
would
it cost us to send people to
treatment instead of jail?
According to the Voter
Information Guide "state
prison operating costs would
be reduced_by $200 million
to $250 million annually."
Prop, 36 will give these
women and many other men
and women in California's
correctional facilities a real
chance to make a change in
their lives. Please consider a
yes vote on Prop. 36.
For information about the
Union of Progressive
Students or jail ministry
email dgardner@csusb.edu.

If you would like to be involved
with your campus, join the team of
writers of The Coyote Chronicle
Call 880-5289
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"Hemp
Continued from page?
our largest cash crop and
source for material goods.
Hemp can be called the
miracle plant because of
its vast array of possible
uses. Hemp can be used
to make paper and rope as
already listed, but also can
be used as lighting oil, an
energy source to fuel cars
and homes, medicine,
food and oils, and
building materials for
housi ng just to name a few
applicants.
Hemp
production also does not
require chemicals to aid
its growth, "50 percent of
all chemicals used in
American agriculture
today are used in cotton
growing. Hemp needs no
chemicals and has few
weed or insect enemies.
Except for the US
government and. the
DEA," as documented by
Jack Herer author of the
world famou^book, "The
Emperor Wears No
Clothes; Cannabis and the
Conspiracy
Against
Marijuana."
Roulac also reports, "a

fascinating twist in the U.S.
government's hemp policy
emerged in 1942, during
World War II, when the ^
importation of fibers for
textiles and rope was
curtailed. The Army and
USDA jointly released their
'Hemp
for
Victory'
campaign, featuring a film
(now available on video)
that rallied American
farmers to grow hemp for
wartime needs." What was
once the creator and savior
of the United States has now
become a black-balled
menace but why?
In the world today, there
are more than 25 countries
that grow industrial hemp
legally, including Canada,
France, England, Germany,
Holland, China, Russia and
Australia. So why has our
nation stood firm to ancient
myths and outright lies about
industrial hemp? Why
haven't the capitalists taken
advantage of the billions of
dollars that industrial hemp
could generate? Who can
understand
why
our
government chooses to

-Hemp
Continue to page 12

We offer a)) the services
you need in the real world;
Birth Control
Teen Clinics
Education
Emergency Contraception
«

Male Services
Testing
Abortion Services
I

Low Cost .Sc Confidential
For the clinic nearest you:

1-800-230-PLAN

Planned Parenthood'
»

Orange and San Bernardino Counties

www.plannedparGnthoodOSBC.org
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Rock Climbers Face Fear,
Find Challenge
in Local Mountains

As Maloney made his way
Bentwood warned me earlier
that day about the potentially up the granite face on a route
deadly effects of runaway called "Step On Up," the
fear. "You don't want to sound of his breathing grew
freeze up there," he told me, loud with the exertion and
feeling me out for any signs the effort of concentration.
that I might be a weak link He studied each liny
on the rock. "If you freeze handhold, each nub of a foot-,
where you can't go up or hold before committing his
down, then you're in weight. His focus had sharp
trouble." As it turned out, I ened, his mind and body's
never got to test my mettle attention turned solely to the
on the rocks (something granite puzzle. Attuned fully
about too many cheesebur to the rock, he reached the
gers and a tight-fitting heightened level of con
climbing harness), but as I sciousness that is the true
watched from the ground, I goal of so much so called
could see the journey "extreme" human behavior.
through fear these climbers "All your stress goes away.
Kind of like sex," said
must make.
Bentwood already had Maloney, describing the fo
made the climb, and now he cus he feels while climbing.
was on belay. When on be "From the ground, when
lay, a climber literally holds we're just sitting there it
their partner's life in his laoks like we're dicking
hands. Bentwood controls around, but up there it's so
one end of the rope that an intense."
Farther up the wall,
chors Maloney to the rock,
paying it out and bringing it Maloney reached the crux of
Cal State alumni Chip Maloney plots his route up Suicide Rock.
in through a braking device. his climb. The crux is the
Should Maloney fall, physical and mental do-orstant factor on the rock. Bentwood will hold the rope die point—where you either
By Bill Marshall III
"Sometimes you think, 'Shit, fast, saving him from an ex make it or you don't, and this
A & E Editor
I just can't do this,"' press trip down the mountain crux posed a serious chal
Maloney said. "But it's ei in one of the rescue litters lenge. Forty or 50 feet up
"Yep. That tastes like ther do it or go back down." placed around climbing
"Rock Climbing
Veteran climber Frank routes for emergencies.
fear," said Chip Maloney as
Continue on page >0
he gripped the rock. More
than 25 feet up the granite
wall in the San Jacinto
Mountains known as Sui
cide Rock, early in this
climb, he wrestled the pri
mal force that all climbers
must face: naked, mindnumbing, limb-freezing
fear. The ropes fastening
him to the rock face offer
little comfort. The rational
mind understands the pro
tection they afford, but ani
mal instinct whispers dan
ger in your ear as you as
cend.
Fear is the flip side of ex
citement and challenge, and
according to Cal State
alumni Maloney, it is a con
Maloney checks his gear up on the wall.
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Going on
a Phishing
Expedition
Fans of the Group Phish Find Fun, Friendship on the
Road; Face Indefinite Future as Band Goes on Hiatus
By Matt Schoenmann

Staff' Writer

city.
One "phan," Chris Kehr,
told me he attends Phish

f

Many people in main
stream America never have
heard of the improvisationai
band called Phish. After at
tending two of the band's
concerts in Las Vegas, it ap
pears it will not be long un
til everybody knows of the
touring juggernaut that is
Phish.
With their legions-of fans
and epic jams, Phish is one
of the highest grossing bands
of the past decade. Never
having had an album atop
the billboard charts, the
band's earnings come almost
solely through touring and
merchandise. According to
a recent article in Entertain
ment Weekly, between 1996
and 1999 Phish's total con
cert
grosses
were
$93,100,979. Phish merely
does not have rock con
certs—rather the band stages
events of gigantic propor
tions with nomadic fans following them from city to

an average show. Las Vegas
saw one of those nights. In
addition to the usual Vegas
fun, the second

Fhish Guifarisf Trey Anastasio

concerts, "because it's the
most fun you could ever
have." Kehr was "only" at
tending seven of the shows
on this tour.
I attended the last five
shows of Phish's recent fall
tour. There were two nights
in Las Vegas on Sept. 29-30,
as well as one night at the
Verizon Wireless Amphithe
ater in Irvine and two nights
at the Shoreline Amphithe
ater in Mountain View. A
few times a year Phish gives

show of the twonight run was guitar
player
Trey
Anastasio's birthday.
The night was bound
to be special.
By the time the
band, guitarist/vo
calist Anastasio,
drummer
Jon
Fishman, bassist
Mike
Gordon,
and
keyboardist
Page
McConnell, appeared, the
crowd was worked into a
frenzy of anticipation. Then
the band hit the stage, the
lights went out, and the
dancing began.
On this eventful night of
Anastasio's birthday, the
band opened the show with
a song called "Walfredo," in
which the band members
switch instruments, with
Anastasio on the keyboards,

some performances that are

"PhiSh

even more spectacular than

Continue tO page 10

CONCERT
ONNECTIO
10/21

moe.
@ John Anson Ford Theater,
Los Angeles

10/24

PearlJam/Supergrass
Greek Theater, Los Angeles

Col. Les Claypooi's
Fearless Flying Frog Brlgacle|

10/25

@ El Rey Theater, Los Angeles

10/25

Sarah Brightman
@

10/25

Wiltem, Los Angeles

King Crimson
@ 4th & B, San Diego

10/27

Ratdog
@

10/28

4th & B, San Diego

The Cramps
@

10/28-29

The Variety, Los Angeles

Phil Lesh & Friends

@ Wiltern, Los Angeles

10/31

Audio

Adrenaline

@ Shrine And., Los Angeles

11/02

Widespread Panic
@ Wiltern Theater, Los Angeles

11/07

Dandy Warhols
@

11/13

El Rey, Los Angeles

Squirrel Nut Zippers
@ El Rey, Los Angeles

11/16

Rev. Morton Heat
@ El Rey, Los Angeles

11/16-18 Paul Simon
@

11/18

Wiltern, Los Angeles

John McLaughlin
@ Royce Hall, Los Angeles

11/24

Dixie Chicks
@ Staples Center, Los Angeles

The crowd of eager Phish "phans "waits to be let into their favorite place: a Phish concert.
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-Phish
Continued from page 9
Fishman on bass, Gordon on
guitar and McConnell on
drums. It was the first ap
pearance
o
f
"Walfredo"
in
243
shows.
F a n s
also got a
special
treat with
F i s h m a n Bassist Mike
doing his
signature vacuum-playing
during the "I Didn't Know"
jam. Capping off the first set
were crowd favorites,
"Mike's Song," "Simple,"
"Esther," and a funky
"Weekapaug Groove."
As the band took the stage
to begin the second set,
Anastasio was greeted by the
capacity crowd lighting its
lighters in the air and sing
ing "Happy Birthday" to
him. Aflyer had been circu
lating earlier that day at
tempting to organize the
stunt and the enthusiastic
crowd pulled it off.
During a rare performance
of "Colonel Forbin's As
cent," Anastasio took time
out to address the crowd on
the issue of the band's up
coming hiatus. The Shore
line shows were the final
dates the band is scheduled
to play for at least one year.
This will be the first break
the band has taken in nearly
17 years of relentless tour
ing. Anastasio took time to
thank all the people who
have supported the band
throughout the years. He
also thanked the Phish crew,
which he called, "the great
est crew in the history of mu
sic." Anastasio said that the
musicians are going to use
the hiatus as a chance to
write new material and re
charge so that the band can
come back for another 17
years.
The band did not disap
point in their final shows at
Shoreline. They pleased the
Northern California crowd
when Bob Weir, formerly of
the Grateful Dead, joined the
band onstage for the night's
encore. Though much of the
time Weir's clean-toned gui
tar was drowned out by
Anastasio, the crowd was

in
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-Rock Climbing holds, pulled himself aloft
walked off the stage follow
Continue on page 10 and was over the hump.
ing the solemn vocal jam at
Now he had only to get over
the end of "You Enjoy My
to
Bentwood's ledge for an
this wall of crumbling
self." After a one-song en
granite, he had to find his easy rappel to the ground.
core, the amphitheater lights
way over a bulge and then " D o n ' t g e t impaled o n that"
came on and the post-show
traverse to his right where warned Bentwood, pointing
music of the Beatles' "Let It
Bentwood belayed and to a sharp manzanita branch.
offered advice and en Chip sidestepped along the
Be" was played on the sound
couragement from a wall until he was able to
system. The crowd didn't
ledge. He paused at the swing down to the ledge,
disperse until the crew was
bulge,
marshaling avoiding the threatening
well into packing up the
strength and courage for branch. He let loose a howl
band's gear, giving the band
of victory and relief that
the final effort.
and the crew a long stand
After a long minute Bentwood and I echoed.
going to ing ovation.
Once again the climber
plotting his route in the
The appreciation between
perform
cold shade, Maloney had challenged his fear and
three sets the members of Phish and
found his hand and foot won.
r a t h e r their fans runs deep. Still, I
Do you know of any A&E stories we could
than the usual two they per think that they both are de
serving
of
a
break.
Both
form on the west coast.
cover? How about local bands that need
The band took the stage on parties will be ready to get
. exposure?
the final night of the tour and back on the road when the
Call us at 880-5289
played two of the most solid time comes.
sets I have
seen.
It
performed
five of its
most be
loved jams
w i t h
"Mike's
S o n g , "
"Bathtub
G i n , "
"Tweezer,"
" D a v i d
B o w i e "
and per
haps the ult i m a t e
Phish clas
sic "You
Enjoy My
self." Not
to mention
an unbe
lievable
rendition
of "Also
s p r a c h
Zarathustra,"
the theme
song
to
Stanley
Kubrick's
"2001: A
Space Odys sey."
C h r i s
Kuroda's
lighting
through
2001 was
the most
impressive
that I had
seen
to
date.
Yet the
crowd was
or at tick&tmastar (213) 252-TIXS or www.halloweenhorrornights.com
left
in
valid to- H^toween Horror Nights 2000 evanl, Tickets rW valid at Universal Studios Fiortoa. Tidratmaster pnces subjectJki^Waswr ^nie_[^
shock as TickMs
or avcharmes
orices attract«yis shows ar>d special events subject to change without notice. Foi generaJ partr mtormalion call t
-UNlVERSAL. There are height reQUiremenls tot some ni^. Event cOTWre grapw
Worlfwrestling Federation Entertainment, Inc. Ai, Rights Reserved. TM S ©2000 Fox. eCOCO Universal Studioe All Rights Reserved^AOV-48
the band ^rSJ. NSTh^rS

appreciative of the effort.
The final night of the tour
had been built up so much
that it would be impossible
for any band to live up to the
expectat i o n s.
Word had
b e e n
spreading
since Las
Vegas that
Phish was

BUY YOUR TICKETS ON CAMPUS NOW AND SAVE
All

^eoO

Do you alupays know the
latest news?
Do you just loue to get
inuolued?
Don't think you haue the
time?
Team up with
^ The Coyote Chronicle
and And out for sure.

"Ho man is an Island."
Ule need your help.
Eueryone is needed.
Don't hesitate to find your place on
Your newspaper.

Contact us at 880-5289, UH-37
or e-mail us at
sbchron@)csusb.edu
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-Ulater
Continued from page 1
related start up activities,
such as hiring personnel and
equipment.
The federal funding came
with assistance from Con
gressman Joe Baca, who has
been instrumental in getting
additional funds for the in

-Israel
Continued from page 4
to the Muslim faith. It's a
piece of land that neither re
ligion nor people will give
up willingly.
We left Jerusalem and
traveled north to the Sea of
Galilee, Golan Heights and
the border of Lebanon. One
of the things that stuck out
to us all on that part of the
trip was just how small
Lebanon is. We stood on top
of a small mountain and saw
the entire length of the coun
try. Then we traveled back
to Tel Aviv and flew back to

MAJORS
mk BOSIHESS
ADMINISTRATION
£f!iph8S8s Management
MIS
m C0UNSELIN8
PSYCHOLOGY
£mnhmis MFT

Emphases

•Mdmm

EDUCATION
CLAD
Ed. Leadership
Ed. Technology
English Ed.
Reading
Special Ed.
Sport Leadership
Teaching

stitute. Baca's request
earlier this year from the
EPA's
budget
was
$950,000 for the fiscal
year 2001. That which
will most likely generate
the necessary funds to
complete the institute.
Themoney will come
from the EPA's Science
and Technology Program.
the United States.
They kept telling us that if
we left this trip, but mainly
Israel, more confused then
when we started then they
did their job. If that's what
they believe, then they sure
passed the test with me.
There is no clear-cut solution
to the problems that Israel
and Palestine face. It's about
two cultures wanting their
own country in the same
area. It's about two religions
that hate each other having
one place that is sacred to
them both. It's not easy, it's
not simple and who knows
if it ever will be truly solved.

C A L

-Desert
Continued from page 1

paign chair. And, a spacious
outdoor area will be desig
nated the R.D. and Joan Dale
Hubbard plaza for their
private citizen Florence foundation gift of $500,000.
Rigdon, who has been a long
"We truly are fortunate to
-time friend of the university. have the support of theses
To commemorate the influential citizens to help
gifts, parts of the campus 'grow' a university for the
will be named for the con desert communities," re
tributors. The campus thor marked Albert Kamig, presi
oughfare and exits to city dent of Cal State, San Ber
streets will be named after nardino, which serves as
H.N. and Frances C. Berger mother campus for the desert
Foundation, which contrib facility that has been oper
uted $4.5 million to the ating in temporary buildings
project. A 33 million con on the College of the Desert
tribution from the Mary grounds since 1986. "With
Stuart Rogers Foundation out their help and that of oth
prompts the namesake of the ers who are coming forward
Mary Stuart Rogers Gate now, we truly would be
way Building, which will years away from establi.shhouse classrooms, reception ing a permanent university
area for cultural events both presence here." The new
for the campus community building is expected to open
and general public.
January 2002, he added.
The grand hall will al.so af
President Karnig noted
ford space for art exhibits that Cal State, San Bernar
staged outside Richard R. dino has been providing the
and Janice A Oliphant Per instructional support for the
formance Hall, named in nearly 900 students enrolled
honor of the building cam at Cal State in Palm Desert

B A P T I S T ' S

GRADUATE PROGRAMS
When you work full time, evenings and
weekends are valuable. That's why I decided
to pursue a graduate degree at California
Baptist University. I appreciate Cal Baptist's
strong programs, with dedicated faculty and a
wide range of evening and weekend courses.
And 1 truly enjoy my Cal Baptist classes, so
much, in fact, that they are rapidly becoming
the best part of my week.
My time matters. So does my future^
That's why 1 chose
Cal Baptist.

MULTIPLE SUBJECT
SINGLE SUBJECT
SPECIAL ED.
ADMIN. SERVICES
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and the CSU will continue
to support the local expan
sion as enrollment demands
make it prudent.
Funding for two more
buildings needs to be se
cured. AAN $18 million
building campaign continues
to seek support from area
residents, corporations and
foundations, .stated Richard
Oliphant, campaign chair.
"The educational, cultural,
social and economic benefits
derived from this investment
will be repaid many times."
Designed
by
Lee,
Burkhart, Liu, Inc., the Cal
State facility will be a mod
ern structure configured
around a courtyard setting
and feature colors inspired
by the natural terrain of the
de.sert land.scape. Construc
tion will be handled by
Swineerton and Walberg,
which has projects such as
the UCLA LAW Library and
a six-floor laboratory build
ing for the California Insti
tute of technology to its
credit.

Fanatics
Sports Club
1689 W. KendaU Drive,
Suite H
San Bernardino, CA 92407
(909) 473-3304

ik Hottest New Umme skw in Tom
rt4mm€ emvcR i
Monday-Friday 11:00 am -2:00 pm

~ Hew weViir¥ ire
Luncl^Sjpec^

4MirE 19ee.ee^

Halloween at Fanatics Sports Club
CALIFORNIA
BAPTIST
UNIVERSITY

Come to Fanatics wearing
your Halloween costume

It's a 5 Day Party!

Starting on Friday the E7th and ends on Halloween with

8432 Magnolia Avenue
Riverside, California 92504
Graduate and
Credential Programs

1-877-228-8877

V/"
o

Best Gostxiine Contest
Drink Specials All Week Long
Bavin w/ D.J. Fantasy

IT# rME 4I^NEy!

Directions: Take 1-215 to University Pkwy off ramp go East to Kendall Dr turn right at the
light

October 20 - October 28

Events Calendar
Monday, 23

RACIAL ISSUES
PROFESSOR MARY TEXEIRA
1 P.M. - 2 P.M.
STUDENT UNION CROSS CULTURAL CENTER
X7204

Tuesday,',24

PANHELLENIC COUNCIL
WEEKLY BUSINESS MEETING
8 P.M.-10 P.M.
STUDENT UNION BOARD ROOM
X5234

Wednesdc^, 25

PSF CHI RMEETING
(Psychology Honofb SOOET^
10:30A.M. • 11:30 A.M.
JACK BROWN HUA 504

INANCE BOARD MEETING
asif4
AND CAB MEETING
(Club AaocATioN Budget)
10 A.M.-12 NOON
STUDENT UNION BOARD ROOM
X5932

AS! BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
12 NOON-2 P.M.
STUDENT UNION BOARD ROOM
X5932

CouEGE

BOWL
SPONSORED BY THE
STUDENT UNION PROGRAM BOARD .
12 NOON
STUDB^ UNION EVENTS CENTER A
X5943

MAPS MEETING
(Medical AssociAnoN rsr ^-Health Stu»^)
12 NOON-I P.M.
STUDENT UNION BOARD ROOM
TIME MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP
PATRICIA ROGERS-GORDON
1 P.M. • 2 P.M.
STUDENT UNION CROSS CULTURAL CENTER
X7204
COLLEGE BOWL
SPONSORED BY THE
STUDENT UNION PROGRAM BOARD
4 P.M.
STUDENT UNION EVENTS CBJTER A

RUMI CONFERENCE
9 A.M. - 4 PM.
STUDENT UNION EVENTS CENTER

',28
Saturdi^,

GENDER DIVIDE
PROFESSOR PATRICIA LITTLE
SPONSORED BY THE GAY, LESBIAN.
BISEXUAL & TRANSGENDER STUDENT UNION
6 P.M. - 8 P.M.
LOWER (^MONS EUCALYPTUS ROOM

Thursday, 26

UMI CONFERENCE
11 A.M. - 6 P.M.
STUDENT UNION EVENTS CENTER

WHIRLING DERVISHES
RUMI CONFERENCE PERFORMANCE
7 PM. - 8 P.M.
CoussouLis ARENA

RUMI CONFERENCE
9 A.M. - 4 P.M.
STUDENT UNION EVENTS CENTER

BROWN BAG LUNCH SERIES
OSTEOPOROSIS
JOYCE JORDAN
12 NOON - 1 P.M.
STUDENT UMONWOMB^J'S RESOURCE CBTTBH
X7203
GAY AND LESBIAN ISSUES
PROFESSOR PATRICIA LITTLE
1 PM. - 2 PM.
STUDENT UNION CROSS CULTURAL CENTER
X7204

To piace an event in the Calendar,
please bring information to
MiU'll

Friday, 27

L.B.S.A. MEETING
RESUME WORKSHOP
(Latmo Business Students Assooatton)
BRING RESUMES!
6 P.M.
LOWER COMMONS
X7216

Pr*p«r«cl CourtMy of
Stutfont Unien Qr^thic Arts

CC)4%iCs

Student Union Graphics,
room SU 112, or call x3942.

• i "
smtTyNiON
Spofioorod Courtesy of ttte
Studonf Union AdmlnlotraSve Oflleo

C L A S S I F I E D A D S
speedyresearch.net
over 50,000 topics and clippings
Materials for research assistance use only!
Hollywood Blvd.
5nd Floor, RM 209
Los Angeles, CA 90028
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 10:30 am -6pm Sat. 11 am-4pm
Custom research Available reports:$6.00 per page
Visa/MC/AmerEx Call Today! 1-800-356-9001

PSA
COMMUNITY
COUNSELING CENTER

"Mr. and Mrs. Coverly, I'm concerned about your son.
He never raises his hand during class"

Personal problems or coping with
stress? Anxiety, depression or
problems with relationships?
The Community Counseling
Center at CSUSB offers
confidential, one-on one
counseling to individuals in the
community and to students and
staff on campus. For further
information, phone:

(909)880-5569
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This Week in Pro Wrestling
B y Jorgie S a l a z a r
W C W Corespondent

H

ey, I've got a
question for
you.
I like the Disqo just like
everyone else or not, but
what is it with him and
Alex Wright?
Okay they might go out
and get down, but what
makes the two of them a
tag team? I see shades of
a return, the return of the

Disco Inferno. Disco one badass a disco team, up with the ranks of the through the roster toward
would be "Awe
"Natural Born his
previous
870-0
some."
Alex
Thrillers." All record. With occasional
Wright could also
I k n o w i s t h a t s p e e d b u m p s in h i s w a y ,
sport a butterflyits going to like the two ogres from
collar and bell-bot
happen. I've Kronik, on the way to
toms just to shake
p r e d i c t e d it.
pay-per-views. I keep
i t . H o o k it u p w i t h
Who is next? telling you guys, (guys, a
"That 70's Guy"
Goldberg ex gender neutral term—
Mike Awesome and
tended his win girls are watching too.)
Crowbar,
and
ning streak, That Goldberg is a mon
you've got yourself
beating up on ster, he can't be stopped.
a little Sunshine
the
insa n e
Just keep watching, to
Band. Add KweeD a v i d Flair. N o s e e w h a t h a p p e n s . C h e c k
Wee to wear that
c o n t e s t , it w a s m e o u t later, w h e n I t a l k
Indian's outfit from
Goldberg in about others. When:
the Village People
record time. He "Schools is Session
and you're set. That is that would be able to keep continu es to plough Sucka!"

Raw Heat
By J. Eddy
W W F Correspondent

The WWF has a new home
o n S u n d a y nights, m o v i n g
into prime time on the most
p o p u l a r national c a b l e tele
vision network, M T V . T h e
change to MTV has caused
a facelift t o the w e e k l y s h o w
S u n d a y Night Heat. T h e a d 
dition o f T a z z a s c o m m e n 
tator with M i c h a e l C o l e h a s
put c o l o r a n d intensity i n t o
a n otherwise o n c e bland pro
gram. I mean does anybody
miss K e v i n K e l l y ?
The WWF has preten
tiously awaiting t h e p a y p e r
view 'No Mercy' as Stone
C o l d S t e v e Austin m a k e s h i s
return t o t h e ring in h i s first
scheduled match in a no
holds barred everything's
legal contest against Rikishi.
E x p e c t big c h a n g e s in t h e
W W F after 'No. M e r c y ' this
S u n d a y with possible tittle
changes. There is a good
chance that Kurt Angle
could win the WWF Cham
pionship with t h e h e l p o f h i s
newly acquired escort
Stephanie
McMahonH e l m s l c ) . Y e s . . . a n d that's

The Latin American Studies Program
presents

True\
M y
personal question to the
f a n s o u t there
concentrates
on
'The
Game' HHH.
Why in the
world hasn't
h e taken K u r t
Angle out of
the WWF?
Kurt Angle
h a s interfered
in
HHHs'
matches, life
and relation
s h i p with h i s
wife. Isn't
that e n o u g h t o
send a most
men to the
point of dis
secting your
enemies body
parts
limb
from limb?
H H H needs t o
sack up, and
go for the
jugular. Un
less h e ' s truly
afraid of the
O l y m p i c
Hero.

James N. Green
Associate Professor of Latin American History at
California State University, Long Beach

u

Queer Brazil: A History"

r -• y

,

•S.v/.

•,t

Tuesday, October 24
Noon
Irvine Commons
Rooms A and B

This slide show presentation untangles the multiple myths about
Brazilian sexuality as manifested in Carnival celebrations to retell
the story of gay lives in Rio de Janeiro over the twentieth-century
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Women's Soccer Off to a Fast
Start
Pomona and UC San Diego.
fast start.
This current squad also
Four of the five losses suf
Staff Writer
fered by the Coyote women shows great character and is
have been to nationally constantly focused on the
ranked opponents, all which task at hand. If they can find
If you haven't seen the
have been in the top 10. This a way to win two out of the
women's soccer team play
team gives an extra special remaining three games, then
yet, you have been missing
meaning to the word team. the Coyotes have a clear path
out. This year's squad, as of
No player rises above the to the playoffs. Plenty of
Wednesday, has a record of
other, but they all contribute good seats are still available
12-5. They are also one of
to the success of the team. for this weekends contests.
three teams fighting for the
This team has improved
final two playoff spots.
from a year ago and is now
Led by goalkeeper Melissa
Game time is at
looking for a playoff berth.
Runyan, the Coyotes are in
The team shows enthusi
3p.m. Saturday.
full stride. Freshman Kala
asm on the field and is ex
Humphries,
returners
Come on out and
citing to watch as well. The
Carolyn Myers, LisaAment
show your support.
two games coming up at
and Toyana Robinson are
home this weekend for the
contributors to the Coyotes
Coyotes are against Cal Poly
By NOAH KALOOSTIAN

T

RETIREMENT

INSURANCE

MUTUAL FUNDS

TRUST SERVICES

TUITI DN FI NANCIN6

While TIAA-CREF
invests for the long term,
it's nice to see performance
like this.

J^nerarfoofff
Pst^prmanfc
on the Web

TIAA-CREF has delivered impressive results like these
by combining two disciplined investment strategies.
In our CREF Growth Account, one of many CREF vari
able annuities, we combine active management with
enhanced indexing. With two strategies, we have
two ways to seek out performance opportunities-

CREF GROWTH ACCOUNT'|

UEF GROWTH
ACCOUNT

IKDUSTRr
AVERAGE
2.09^^

1 YEAR
AS OF 6/30/00

5 YEARS
6/30/00

4/29/94

1

Combine this team approach with our low expenses

us to adapt our investments

and you'll see how TIAA-CREF stands apart from

to different market

the competition. Call and find out how TIAA-CREF

conditions, which is

can work for you today and tomorrow.

especially important during
volatile economic times.

yjy

or e-mail us at
sbchron @ esusb.edu

SINCE INCEPTION 1

This approach also allows

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it."

880-5289

26.70- 27.87- 26.60^1

helping to make your investments work twice as hard.

EXPENSE RATIO

Are you a wrestling
junkie?
Do you watch both
the WWF and the
WCW?
Can you call in or
write in the results
each week?
Or could you write
about the events that
take place each week?
If so, contact Chris at

1.800.842.2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

for more complete information on our securities products, please call 1.800.842.2733. ext. 5509, to request prospectuses. Read them carefully
before you invest. 1. TIAA-CREF expenses reflect the waiver of a portion of the Funds' investment management fees, guaranteed until July
1,2003. 2. Source; Morningstar, Inc. 6/30/00, tracking 939 average large-cap growth annuity funds. 3. Due to current market volatility, our
securities products' performance today may be less than shown above. The investment results shown for CREF Growth variable annuity reflect
past performance and are not indicative of future rates of return. These returns and the value of the principal you have invested will fluctuate,
so the shares you own may be more or less than their original price upon redemption. • TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc.
distributes the CREF and TIAA Real Estate variable annuities. • Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc. distributes the Personal Annuities
variable annuity component, mutual funds and tuition savings agreements. • TIAA and TIAA-CREF Life Insurance Co., New York, NY, issue
insurance and annuities • TIAA-CREF Trust Company, FSB provides trust services. • Investment products are not FDIC insured, may lose
value and are not bank guaranteed. © 2000 TI/LA-CREF 08/03

Do you always know
the latest news?
Don't think that you
have the time?
Team up with the
Coyote Chronicle
and find out for sure.
"No man is an Island."
We need your help.

iSi
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Wally's World

VS.

A New York State of Mind
By Chris Walenta

Sports Editor
Does Anybody Care
About What is Going On in
Gotham?
Unless you are still that
Dodger fan out there that is
rooting for Mike Piazza, or
perhaps you were uprooted
from your New York home
several years ago, do you
really care about what is
about to take place in "the
city that never sleeps?"
It comes down to two
logical feelings that you
could possibly have right
now.
1. So, do you consider
this a fitting end to another
baseball season that you
will look back on to with a
smile?
Or.
2. Now that the two
teams in the world series
only have to take a subway
to get from game to game,
have you decided that the
baseball season is officially
over and it's time to
sharpen up the skates?
I could try to convince
you forever as to why this
is such a great series, but I

bet you won't spend the
time reading this article to
find out why you should
watch this match-up. You
either will or you won't.
Those of you that have
made up your mind not to
watch the world series, or
have not watched baseball
once this year, or couldn't
really care less about base
ball, turn to the A&E sec
tion of this paper and read
Bill Marshall's wonderful

article on rock climbing.
For everyone else, here
are the top three reasons
that you should tune into
Fox over the next two
weeks:
1. If for no other reason,
someone will either streak
on the field, or ten cops will
have to break up a riot in

stop and everyone should
the stands.
Hopefully, this time it go after that loser.
2. No matter who wins,
will be a girl running across
everyone
in the state of
the field. Have you ever no
ticed that streakers are typi New York should, for the
cally drunken frat-boys that most part, be happy.
At this point, you might
were double dared into do
ing the deed. I say this be asking yourself why
time, it should be blond should I care if those damn
bombshell who is just at the east-coast folk are happy
game with all of her Hoot and content with them
You
really
ers co-workers. I would selves.
venture to say that the rat shouldn't, I just think it
ings might be at an all-time will be cool to hear all the
w i n i n g
Dodger and
Raider fans
say,
"rem e m b e r
we
when
were good".
Well,
I
don't, it has
been
too
long!
3. Finally,
and
most
important,
there will be two great
high.
Also, I dig a good brawl teams on field doing battle.
New York is considered,
when one breaks out, but
by
many, to be the biggest
have you ever noticed,
there is always that one media spotlight in the
wuss who instead of hop United States, if not the
ping into the fight, hops world and it plays host to
onto a chair and starts two teams with two of big
throwing food. I say, if that gest payrolls in Major
happens, the fight should League Baseball.

While the Alex watch,
Rodriguez, you know
Seattle's shortstop, on hold
the biggest name in a Mets
uniform, is without a
doubt, Piazza. But Piazza is
not the only reason the
Mets are in the playoffs and
everyone's favorite team,
yeah right, the Braves, is at
home playing Sega. The
Mets have decent starting
pitching and a great
bullpen to boot. Their line
up is stacked from top to
bottom and their bench is
fairly deep.
The Yankees not only
have the current mayor,
Rudy Guilliani, on their
side, but, they have history
on their side as well. In the
past four years the Yankees
have won three World Se
ries titles. In every season,
the Yankees had to over
come some type of illness
that one of the "family" had
incured. This year is no dif
ferent. Pitching coach Mel
Stotylmeyer was diagnosed
with cancer and you know
that means two things: 1.
He will get better and re
cover with flying colors. 2.
The Yankees will win their
fourth title in five years.
Yankees in six.

If you have an opinion on this weeks Wally's World,
write to the Chronicle hy email:
sbchron @ csush.edu
Are you interested in sports?
Do you like to go to the games?
Interested in photography?
If so, contact The Chronicle at 880-5289

